
My journey from 
antique violins to 
corporate law 
    

Before changing my career to practise law, Before changing my career to practise law, 
I was a successful antique violin dealer for I was a successful antique violin dealer for 
over ten years.over ten years.  

Now, as an associate solicitor in the Now, as an associate solicitor in the 
corporate team at Charles Russell corporate team at Charles Russell 
Speechlys, my day to day work includes Speechlys, my day to day work includes 
mergers and acquisitions, private equity, mergers and acquisitions, private equity, 
corporate reorganisations, joint ventures, corporate reorganisations, joint ventures, 
initial public offerings and secondary initial public offerings and secondary 
fundraisings. With my infundraisings. With my in--depth knowledge depth knowledge 
and experience of the art market from my and experience of the art market from my 
previous career, I am also developing a previous career, I am also developing a 
specialism in art law.specialism in art law.  

The antique violin business 
As an antique violin dealer, I specialised in As an antique violin dealer, I specialised in 
the finest violins, violas, cellos and their the finest violins, violas, cellos and their 
bows. I worked both independently and at bows. I worked both independently and at 
the worldthe world--respected dealer J & A Beare, respected dealer J & A Beare, 
where I had the opportunity to study the where I had the opportunity to study the 
greatest examples of old master stringed greatest examples of old master stringed 
instruments, such as Amati, Stradivari, instruments, such as Amati, Stradivari, 
Guarneri, Guadagnini, and to deal with Guarneri, Guadagnini, and to deal with 
clients who are the worldclients who are the world’’s top musicians, s top musicians, 
orchestras, collectors, trusts, museums orchestras, collectors, trusts, museums 
and foundations.and foundations.  

Trained as a violinist, violist and singer in Trained as a violinist, violist and singer in 
Hong Kong before moving to London to Hong Kong before moving to London to 
study my Masters in arts management, I study my Masters in arts management, I 
speak Cantonese and Mandarin at native speak Cantonese and Mandarin at native 
level and understand the market and level and understand the market and 
culture of the Far East very well. Shortly culture of the Far East very well. Shortly 
after joining J & A Beare, I was in charge of after joining J & A Beare, I was in charge of 
business in the Far East which involved business in the Far East which involved 
frequent travel to Hong Kong, Taiwan and frequent travel to Hong Kong, Taiwan and 
mainland China as well as Europe and the mainland China as well as Europe and the 
US to advise potential sellers and buyers. I US to advise potential sellers and buyers. I 
also managed business between London also managed business between London 
and the branch in Seoul, South Korea. and the branch in Seoul, South Korea. 
There are many high net worth families in There are many high net worth families in 
the Far East who are willing to spend the Far East who are willing to spend 
hundreds of thousands to millions of hundreds of thousands to millions of 
dollars on an instrument for their musical dollars on an instrument for their musical 
children. This is not as common in the children. This is not as common in the 
West.West.  
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Understanding the market 
Fine antique violins are very limited in Fine antique violins are very limited in 
supply. I could be sourcing them from the supply. I could be sourcing them from the 
older generation of musicians looking for a older generation of musicians looking for a 
new home for their instruments which new home for their instruments which 
accompanied their entire musical careers, accompanied their entire musical careers, 
or from collectors who have to dispose of or from collectors who have to dispose of 
collections treasured by them for a collections treasured by them for a 
lifetime. Sometimes it involves sellers lifetime. Sometimes it involves sellers 
making very difficult and emotional making very difficult and emotional 
decisions which might have had a great decisions which might have had a great 
impact on their lives and their families.impact on their lives and their families.  

On the other hand, it was tremendously On the other hand, it was tremendously 
rewarding to find the right instrument for a rewarding to find the right instrument for a 
client, whether a talented musician who client, whether a talented musician who 
needs it for the next stage of their career, needs it for the next stage of their career, 
a foundation building up a valuable a foundation building up a valuable 
collection, parents buying for their musical collection, parents buying for their musical 
children or an investor sponsoring children or an investor sponsoring 
musicians.musicians.  

Sponsorship matters 
Antique violins command extremely high Antique violins command extremely high 
prices beyond the reach of most prices beyond the reach of most 
musicians, so matching sponsors with up musicians, so matching sponsors with up 
and coming musicians can be mutually and coming musicians can be mutually 
beneficial.beneficial.  

Sponsors enjoy interacting with the Sponsors enjoy interacting with the 
musicians, going to their concerts and musicians, going to their concerts and 
socialising in the circles of great talents and socialising in the circles of great talents and 
culture. They may also benefit from an culture. They may also benefit from an 
increase in the value of their investment, increase in the value of their investment, 
or allow the musicians to gradually buy into or allow the musicians to gradually buy into 
the instruments.the instruments.  

The costs of keeping antique violins, such The costs of keeping antique violins, such 
as restoration, maintenance and insurance as restoration, maintenance and insurance 
can be very significant. The vibrant violin can be very significant. The vibrant violin 
market helps these works of art to be market helps these works of art to be 
preserved and appreciated by future preserved and appreciated by future 
generations of musicians and audiences. generations of musicians and audiences.   

    

Following the legal path 
I developed an interest in law while I was in I developed an interest in law while I was in 
the violin business, as I was keen to the violin business, as I was keen to 
understand the legal aspects of the art understand the legal aspects of the art 
market.market.  

Having spoken to a few art law specialists, I Having spoken to a few art law specialists, I 
decided to embark on the Graduate decided to embark on the Graduate 
Diploma in Law partDiploma in Law part--time while continuing time while continuing 
to work fullto work full--time at J & A Beare. Carrying time at J & A Beare. Carrying 
law books and instruments worth millions law books and instruments worth millions 
of dollars on the plane became a regular of dollars on the plane became a regular 
part of my life for a couple of years, with part of my life for a couple of years, with 
dinner sometimes offered to my travel dinner sometimes offered to my travel 
companion, companion, ““Mr CelloMr Cello””!  !  I always had to I always had to 
purchase an additional seat when travelling purchase an additional seat when travelling 
with cellos.with cellos.  

J & A Beare went through many changes J & A Beare went through many changes 
over the years and an opportunity at a over the years and an opportunity at a 
magic circle law firm came up. I did my magic circle law firm came up. I did my 
training contract there, working on major training contract there, working on major 
deals, but decided that my interests lay in deals, but decided that my interests lay in 
entrepreneurial business and the art entrepreneurial business and the art 
market. This is why I joined the corporate market. This is why I joined the corporate 
team at Charles Russell Speechlys, where I team at Charles Russell Speechlys, where I 
can work on deals which are closer to can work on deals which are closer to 
businesses and their owners, as well as get businesses and their owners, as well as get 
involved in the firminvolved in the firm’’s wells well--established arts established arts 
and heritage group. I have also recently and heritage group. I have also recently 
completed an art law course at Sothebycompleted an art law course at Sotheby’’s s 
Institute of Art which further enhanced my Institute of Art which further enhanced my 
understanding of the field.understanding of the field.  

With the combination of skills and With the combination of skills and 
experience in the violin business, experience in the violin business, 
corporate and art law, I can understand the corporate and art law, I can understand the 
needs of clients in the art market and offer needs of clients in the art market and offer 
them tailored advice on both legal and them tailored advice on both legal and 
business issues, whether they are dealers, business issues, whether they are dealers, 
auction houses, high net worth auction houses, high net worth 
families/individuals, museums and families/individuals, museums and 
galleries, or anyone else who has an galleries, or anyone else who has an 
interest in collecting art. The art world is interest in collecting art. The art world is 
fascinating and I am very glad to have fascinating and I am very glad to have 
found my way in the artistic, legal and found my way in the artistic, legal and 
business sides of it.business sides of it.  
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